Bullseye Rapid-Set Safe Deposit Lock
Interchangeable with most 3175 Series
and all 5700 Series locks

3175 Series locks

Lock Description
The 3175 Rapid-Set lock is a service replacement
lock manufactured with the guard lever bitting set
to NEUTRAL. The lock, as received from the factory,
will operate with a Neutral Guard Key, until the guard
lever bitting sequence is “set” at the installation
site to an active guard key. (See “SERVICE” section
below.) The 3175 Rapid-Set lock can be “set” to any
existing 3175 and most existing FLAT 5700 guard key
bitting sequences, provided the bitting sequence is
factory cut on a corrugated 3175 GUARD KEY BLANK.
The lock can be “set” only once (unless all the guard
levers are manually reset to the neutral position).
Once the lock is “set” to an active guard key, the
Neutral Guard Key will no longer operate the lock.
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5700 Series locks

GUARD KEY” can be seen when the existing guard
key is placed over the silhouette. Be certain to align
the warding notch on the key with the notch on the
silhouette. In the few instances where a 5700 lock
operates to a guard key that cannot be matched, it
cannot be replaced with a 3175 lock.

Guard Key Information

Service Instructions (Setting the Lock)
3175 Rapid-Se locks are not to be repaired. Any 3175
lock requiring forced opening should be discarded
and replaced. 3175 locks will also directly interchange
with 5700 series locks ( Provided the 5700 guard keys
meet on of the specifications listed above). Since
the 3175 locks are set to neutral when received for
service replacement, the following procedure must be
completed to “set” the 3175 lock to an existing guard
key.

It is necessary that the guard key used on service
replacement 3175 locks be factory cut. A replacement
3175 guard key, if needed, is ordered separately from
the 3175 lock.

1. Insert the neutral guard key (Part No. M00417); into
the guard nose and turn the key counter-clockwise
to stop.

The 3175 guard key is equipped with a “tail”at the
end of the key that enters the guard post in the back
of the lock case, which prevents “rocking” of the
guard key and ensures that the guard key properly
engages with the Rapid-Set levers. Later production
3175 guard keys are corrugated. (After 1974 Rapid-Set
lock were manufactured with a unique corrugation
in the guard keyway. The guard slot is flat, but has a
“bump” to restrict the insertion of a non-corrugated
key.)
An existing 5700 guard key can be readily matched
with a 3175 guard key if its serial number begins
with “0.” Example: 01082. A 5700 guard key NOT
beginning with “0” can be matched, provided
no part of the black band in the silhouette “5700

2. Insert the renter key into the renter nose and
turn the key clockwise until the lock bolt is fully
retracted.
3. Turn the neutral guard key clockwise and remove.
4. Do not remove the renter key - leave the renter
key in the unlocked position with the bolt
retracted.
5. Insert a factory cut Rapid-Set guard key into the
guard nose and turn the key counter-clockwise to
stop. Cycle the guard key back and forth through
60 degrees (clockwise and counter-clockwise)
three or four times to ensure that the guard levers
have been properly set.
6. Remove both keys and then retest the lock several
times for proper operation.

